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I. Purpose of training  

Regardless of the scene, we will use Aikido techniques and body handling from the attacking 

partner to defend ourselves and control the opponent. As a practice to raise the competence of 

the aikido, we will practice the Randori-Keiko in whichwe perform Aikido techniques each other 

with free will.  

I would like you to understand that it does not deny Tanto-Randori. In the Tanto-Randori, the 

Tanto side holds a Tanto and performs a very limited movement, and Kuzushi (destruction) and 

Aikido techniques are limited movement. Compared to that, Toshu-Randorio developed in more 

diverse movements can provide more understanding of  the rationale of the technique, and 

there are many scenes to use it. By setting Toshu-Randori as base and practicing Tanto-

Randori as an applied version, you can cultivate Aikido ability which keeps conscious Aikido 

distances. 

To do Toshu-Randori practice or to practice training as a preparation for doing Toshu-Randori, 

trainnie can cultivate his/her basic physical strength, understand the reasons of Aiki, and to train 

the ability of Aikido naturally. This practice is also familiar to the Kata practice, of course. 

 

II. Practice 

At the Aikido club of Waseda University, the members have been practicing based on Toshu-

Randori for about 2 years. Here, we introduce one pattern of practice that Waseda University 

normally does. Starting with the basic action necessary for Toshu-Randori, then proceed to 

Tegatana-awase → Uchikomi → Kakari-keiko → Hikitate-keiko. I would like you to pay attention 

to all practices which must to be preparations of Toshu-Randori.  

The follwings are the important points in Toshu-Randori that I noticed in the past two years' 

practice. 

a. Maai (Distance from opponent) 

b. Tegatana (Hand sword) 

c. Kuzushi (Lose balance) 

d. Conbination technique 

 

 



a. Maai (Distance from opponent) 

I want people to be conscious of the timing of movement as well as the physical distance 

from the opponent. At the moment of entering the battlefield from the interval of separation, 

you have to move anything like Sabaki, Kuzushi, or attach to opponents. Consciousness of 

distance from opponent is very important in practicing judo of separation.  

 

b. Tegatana (Hand sword)  

In order to maintain the Maai (distance from opponent), it is important not only Taisabaki 

(defensive body movement), but also the strength of the Tegatana (hand sword). It is 

necessary to wear a strong Tegatana (hand sword) to securely stop the movement of the 

opponent, and to collapse the position of the opponent. That Tegatana (hand sword) leads 

to our strength of Atemi. 

 

c. Kuzushi (Lose balance)  

It is important to think about Aikido from view point of Kuzushi (lose balance) i.e. how to 

lose balance of the opponent 's position, how to apply the technique following  Kuzushi by 

the opponent. Not limited to Atemi, we should not forget the consciousness of Kuzushi (lose 

balance) in joint attach technique skill. "Introduction to Aikido" written by Tomiki shihan said 

"Joint attach technique is not only to attack physiological weaknesses, but also to lose 

balance of opponents then control and defeat them". The technique should not be 

immoderate but lose balance (Kuzushi) of the opponent first. There are two ways to lose 

balance of opponent, namely to keep Kuzushi in one direction and Kuzushi in the direction 

such as front and rear and left and right. Even in the 17 Kata, it has become possible to 

confirm the reson of Kuzushi. Do not take Kata as a just  form. 

 

d. Combination technique  

The technique of Aikido is difficult. Indeed, it is still a matter of attack those who move with 

free will. In the most of case, it is dificult to knocked down or control the opponent by one 

technique, so it is important to practice combination techniques beforehand. In that case, it 

should not be just simple combination of techniques, I would like you to practice from the 

considering how to make distance shorter, then how to take the opponent's hand. Also, I 

would like you to think about the composition of techniques considering that technique will 

always be used for Kuzushi for the next skill. 



 

Utilizing "Kakari Keiko" is important in a series of lessons. It is difficult practice to support  

opponent's skills, although Hikitate Keiko is a practice that can not manage without well skilled 

Uke. Even on wearing how to support opponents skills, I recommend that you practice various 

patterns and practice by Kakari Keiko. I would like you to go ahead with awareness of what 

each Kakari Keiko means. For example, in "Go-no-sen Kakari Keiko", the Uke sets the Shomen 

Ate, but seriously I want you to have serious intention to down the  Tori. By doing so, Tori can 

handle footworking firmly and work on techniques that conscious of the GO-no-sen. By tackling 

with such consciousness, the ability of Toshu Randori, that is, the ability of Aikido will be 

cultivated. Of course, there is no wasteful practice for Uke as well. 

 

Flow of practice  

① Worming up  

② Footwork · Tegatana indipendent practice  

③ Shotei (palm bottom) Awase 

④ Tegatana Sumo  

⑤ Tegatana Awase  

⑥ Atemi practice  

⑦ Atemi Hikitate Keiko 

⑧ Tegatana Kuzushi  

⑨ 17 forms  

⑩ Kakari Keiko (Go-no-sen, Sen-no-sen) 

⑪ Combination skill training  

⑫ Hikitate Keiko  

⑬ Cooling down 

 

 

 

 

Commentary on practice  

① Shotei (palm bottom) awase  

Position not to be pushed, aware of the strength of the Tegatana. Shomen-ate and Aigamae-ate 

are to push up the opponent's jaw at the Shotei (palm bottom), and I want you to train with this 



Shotei-awase practice. Also, in Toshu Randori, I would like you to practice with awareness of 

the scene when the opponent try to shorten the distance and protect it by Tegatana. 

 

② Tegatana Sumo  

Taking the same position as Shotei-awase, one hands out as Tegatana and the other holds the 

wrist of the Tegatana. Push each other with both hands. In doing so, be conscious of releasing 

wasetful strength. Player should train to have enough Tegatana stregth that can firmly defend 

when the opponent grips his / her wrist. Also, if you hold the wrist of opponent, you should be 

able to push the opponent without wasetful srtength. 

 

③ Tegatana awase  

While keeping the unifying power of the Tegatana, player should be able to move freely  in 

accordance with the movement of the opponent. Skilled player may train of robbing the midline 

of body. Do not forget that the distance when the Tegatana-awase is the distance of the battle, 

that is, they attack each other. Own distance should be kept by strong Tegatana practiced with 

the Shotei-awase and firmly protecting their own tension I want it as a practice.   

 

④ Atemi Uchikomi  

Shomenate practice provides practice to perform when the oppent is in unballanced position.  

Uke should be take a natural body position, tilting forward while exhale a lot while breathing, 

tilting after rising up. Repeat this. Take the timing when the Uke takes tilt backwards, perform 

Shomenate. This practice is for capturing the physical collapse of the opponent in not only 

Shomenate but also other Atemi and Kansetsu Waza. Skilled players try to reduce the 

movements of Uke and practice to put them in the body during a momentary movement. 

 

 

⑤ Atemi Hikitate Keiko  

Practice Hikitate Keiko only by Atemi. With a consciousness to do while practicing of Atemi 

Uchikomi by moving together, softly complement each other.   

 

⑥ Tegatana no Kuzushi 



 Out of the 7 Kuzushi, practice 6 Kuzushi of upper, middle and lower. In Toshu Randori, the 

opponent try to catch your wrist, and at the moment when it is taken, it breaks the balance of 

the opponent with the Tegatana and footwork.   

 

⑦ 17 hon  

Those who are training the fundamentals should understand the skill of each technique and do 

17 in total. I want you to be conscious of the collapse of Uke by all means. Experts can be 

conscious of attacking in Randori which assumes practice more, such as their own good skill, 

poor skill etc. When you understand the form, I want you to be able to move at the moment 

upon entering the battle distance. 

 

⑧ Kakari Keiko 

I consider it as a pattern lesson assuming scenes in the Ranfori.   

 

Sen-no-sen 

The Uke keeps Aikido distance then hands out the Tegatana and keeps the Aikido distance,. 

Tori attack breaks it and make a technique.   

 

Go-no-sen 

Uke attack by Shomenate diaringly. Tori guard it firmly. Uke may use Atemi besides 

Shomenate.   

 

⑨ Combination skill Kakari Keiko training  

Take a pattern from where you take the opponent's hand. It is acceptable to take a Tegatana 

that out from Uke, and make a technique. Coordinate techniques that willlead to loose the 

balance of the oponent. In this lesson, it is good to tell the reception what kind of combinatin 

technique you want and how Uke should react before taking a lesson, because the reaction of 

Uke is important for this practice. 

 

⑩ Hikitate Keiko 

Make efforts to make full use of the combination techniques mentioned above. To be conscious 

of the Aikido distance. At the moment of touching the opponent, you should try to collapse, 



attck, or take some action. This moment is most important. If you can not do anything at that 

moment, leave your opponent. 

 

End 

 


